DISSERTATION ON INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS pdf
1: Business Dissertation Topics: Business Dissertation Help @ upto 50% off
International Business Strategy Dissertation Topics International business can be defined as the transactions that occur
across country borders as a result of trade. For example, if a UK based company sells its products in another country,
the process is called international business.

Management Introduction The purpose of this blog post is to provide free business dissertation topics so that
students can initiate work on their dissertation in a timely manner. It further aims to advice students on the
possible research areas which they can undertake. Writing a business dissertation will require students to
identify and include research questions, research aim and objectives, and the research design to collect primary
and secondary data. Masters dissertations are usually considerably longer and more extensive in terms of the
word count, amount of research effort and number of pages as compared to undergraduate dissertations.
Business Dissertation Topics for Assessing how the regional differences between countries influences
business strategies of multinational companies Purpose: Due to rising conflicts between neighboring countries,
there have been immense regional differences and conflicts between countries which have directly impacted
the trade activities. Therefore, this research has identified a highly sensitive issue by analyzing how regional
differences between countries have an impact on overall business strategies of the multinational companies.
How corporate social responsibility CSR affects customer loyalty: Case study of UK petroleum industry
Purpose: Corporate social responsibility has become an important phenomenon as it has a direct impact on
brand image of the company. Therefore, the main purpose of the research is to analyze how CSR activities
influence customer perception which in return impacts customer loyalty. The focus of the research has been on
UK petroleum industry. Assessing the leadership styles of Non-profit organization and how it impacts the
overall business operations Purpose: Leadership has always been a significant aspect of an organization as it
has a drastic impact on the overall business process. Therefore, the main purpose of the research is to assess
the most effective leadership styles that should be practiced by non-profit organization and how it impacts the
overall business operations. Examining the impact of global business negotiations on cross border mergers and
acquisitions Purpose: The main aim of the research is to analyze the impact of international business
negotiations on cross border mergers. Due to intense competitions, many companies are going for mergers and
acquisitions in order to enhance their market share. Therefore, this research will analyze the aspect of global
business negotiations in the case of mergers and acquisitions between two different companies belonging two
different countries. Analyzing the impact of forward and backward integration on business performance and
sustainability Purpose: In order to gain competitive advantage, firms have devised various supply chain
strategies which helps them in improvising their business performance. Once such strategy is forward and
backward integration. Therefore this research will be focusing on analyzing the impact of both forward and
backward integration on business performance and sustainability. In the recent times, the concept of
globalization has been expanded to include a broader range of activities and areas such as biological, political,
social, cultural, technological, climate and media factors, even though initially it primarily focused on the
economies, capital flows, foreign direct investment and trade. Dealing with the impact of change is of critical
importance. Strategic change management helps managers to deal with change both from the perspective of
the individual and an organisation. An important aspect of this concept is the organisational tools that can help
to achieve successful transitions to adopt change. Furthermore, business organisations can effectively and
quickly implement change to changing market requirements as part of the strategic change management
process. An investigation into the implementation of strategic change management within business
organisation to successfully meet the changing market needs Examining the factors affecting organisational
changes from the perspective of employees â€” The case of HSBC Use of a proprietary change management
system with respect to transformational change and stakeholder communication The role of feedback in
organisational culture change: The HRM function primarily focuses on the policies developed to ensure
efficient management of people within organisations. Various activities such as training and development,
skills enhancement, employee recruitment, motivational programmes, bonuses and rewards systems, and
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performance appraisal are performed by the HR departments to help businesses increase their work output. It
should be noted that information technology resources of an organisation are usually managed in accordance
with the priorities, policies and requirements. Physical investments including the staff, data centre facilities,
networks, data storage data bases, software, and computer hardware are some examples of information
technology resources that are required to be managed within a company using simple management skills such
as organizing and controlling, change management, and budgeting. Developing a framework for the strategic
management of information technology Role of information technology management in large diversified
business organisations Analyzing the issues associated with the implementation of Information technology in
new technology based firms Recommended practices to introduce and implement information systems in
business organisations How business organisations can gain competitive advantage through social media
branding in a fast paced electronics industry? The role of strategic alliances, acquisitions and mergers in
building eCommerce business giants â€” A case study of any large scale and established virtual company How
e-HR system can help UK energy companies to improve their efficiency? Identifying the most influential
factors affecting information technology management in UK construction industry Role of innovation in the
life sciences: The impact of intellectual property right on scientific knowledge utilisation, accumulation and
diffusion To investigate the important elements of information technology management Not Sure Which
Dissertation Topic to Choose? It is the duty of business leaders to help prioritise organisational objectives and
corporate vision for other members of the team. Examining the effects of leadership and clarity of vision on
business organisations The impact of organisational culture and leadership behaviours on practices of
knowledge management in small and medium sized enterprises Examining the impact of leadership on
organisational performance of small enterprises in Saudi Arabia. Evaluating the impact of leadership on
organisational performance â€” A case study of any large and diversified firm Role of organisational
leadership in developing countries â€” A case study of any home-grown company Traits of prevention
oriented and charismatic leader for successful operation of medium sized enterprises Organisational leadership
in multicultural environment of Saudi Arabia Distinguishing leadership from management to achieve
corporate strategies Investigating the differences between individual charismatic leadership and traditional
organisational leadership How leadership decisions to implement new business strategies can be influenced by
organisational culture â€” A case study of Nokia International Business Strategy Dissertation Topics
International business can be defined as the transactions that occur across country borders as a result of trade.
For example, if a UK based company sells its products in another country, the process is called international
business. It should be noted that all commercial transactions including transportations, logistics, investments,
sales, governmental and private that take place a result of trade between two different regions are the elements
of International Business. CSR allows business organisations to achieve a balance of social, environmental
and economic obligations, and also address the needs of stakeholders and shareholders. Implementing CSR
amongst small and medium sized enterprises can prove to be an extremely daunting task primarily because it
will require strategies which take into consideration the respective capabilities and needs of these businesses
but do not negatively affect their profitability. The theories of organisational behaviour can help to achieve
maximum output from individual members of a team.
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2: A List Of Outstanding Business Thesis Topics For Students
The following dissertation is structured as two related essays on tax systems and corporate tax avoidance. The first
essay focuses on the firm level impact of a government's transition from a worldwide tax system to a.

Academic writing jobs Sample Business Dissertation Topics: The 15 Best Suggestions The business is one of
the most challenging, unpredictable and dynamic fields that offer individuals ample opportunities to achieve
new heights. Thus this very reason has been pulling more and more students to study and understand business
in a more technical and systematic set up. Students having finance or business administration as their major
are required to prepare a dissertation as a part of their curriculum. Based on this dissertation a student is given
admission into Universities for higher education where he or she can carry on with further studies. Preparing a
dissertation is not an easy task and requires a lot of attention and dedication. A systematic approach though
makes the work easier and also makes it comprehensible for the readers. There are a lot of topics in the field of
business to work on. Since it is a vast field, with a lot of things happening and a number of methods and
concepts being adopted to achieve success, business dissertations do not fall short of topics. How do
globalization, internationalization and the performance of firms get affected by Corporate governance?
Business- Government Relations 3. Globalization and its impact on the functioning of business teams.
Strategies that should be adopted to take a business to the international market. How does effective vendor
management help a company? How effective branding strategies help in providing a competitive advantage?
CSR as a game changer. Importance of receiving education on business in developing CSR strategies. What
are the main factors affecting employee retention? How does human resource management help companies
achieve their goals? A study on the most effective human resource strategies that can be adopted to maintain a
large diversified organization. How does organizational change affect the productivity of a firm? How do
business leaders of large organizations enable innovations in them? These are few of the most interesting
topics to work on for dissertation and also at the same time offer a lot of scope for more research and analysis.
The main part about a business dissertation is that it should have a proper conclusion and a quantifiable result.
The research work should have a proper direction, towards a definite end. Set goals and reward yourself. As
you work on your project you should have goals in place to motivate you to finish in a timely manner. As you
complete parts of your work you are getting closer to finishing your work according to your schedule. Maybe
you can entice yourself to finish sooner if something was waiting for you upon completion. Make it something
fun and enjoyable. It helps if it is something you may not usually enjoy. Make things interesting to encourage
yourself to finish faster. You can at least consider trying to get your work done a week or so before your
deadline.
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3: Dissertation | International Business and Management
Top 15 Dissertation Topics For International Business Management. When you are choosing a topic for your
dissertation, it is important to make sure that you choose an interesting topic.

Advice by Kashmira Sanjay Prasade on October 28, Leave a comment 0 Go to comments The international
business literature has no boundaries, its rapid growth and vastness of the subject has not only lead to the
proliferation and rapid multiplication of the international business literature but also has led to the rampant
increase in the development of niche areas of the international business. That means, there are many topics
that one can write a dissertation on. But at the same time, it becomes very difficult to do one thing: It is very
nice and easy to have big goals while writing dissertations on international business topics since most of the
topics are well investigate, highly significant and far reaching. But it is important for one to make sure that it
does not turn out to be a trap that might lead an international business dissertation into struggle from the
outset. To write an international business dissertation, it is important that one understands the overall structure
of the dissertation. The title page of the dissertation should contain the following: Acknowledgements should
include a mention of all the people who have helped write the international business dissertation by thanking
them and appreciating them. The abstract should contain an overview of the international business
dissertation. It is generally about words. It should contain the following points: General background of the
topic. Aim behind the study Modes of conducting the research Result Table of content: Mention all the names
of the sections and chapters and any other written work in the form of a list along with page numbers. An
international business introduction serves as a reason to establish the research in the first place. The
introduction further explains the research question more in detail and concludes with a clear hypothesis.
Literature review is basically an abstract or an overview of the readily accessible or available material
regarding the international business dissertation topic. It is important that the material that is reviewed comes
from reliable, authentic and trustworthy sources. This section is important because it helps one stay focussed
on their topic and also gives one a chance to explore their own opinions and new angles to exploit about their
own dissertation topics. In this section the author mentions about the various modes of the research done on
their topic for their international business dissertation. This section should briefly explain how the research
will be carried out and the relevance and significance of choosing these means and methods should also be
mentioned. In this section, one should carefully put together the data that one has reviewed along with valid
statistical data. This section contains a summation and collation of solid data. In this section, one presents their
own point of view in terms of a discussion which is gathered after reviewing and researching much on their
international business dissertation topic. In this section, one gets an opportunity to explore their mind and
mainly focus on the research question. In this section, an explanation is given regarding the answer to the
research. Now, this answer to the research question of the international dissertation topic could be an
acceptance or a rejection. But it must be presented very well. As a result of all the research, reviewing and
findings, one comes up with a conclusion. This conclusion is generally in the form of a suggestion or
recommendation to do further work or make further improvements in the field. Here all the information
sources are to be listed.
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4: International business- Dissertation writing help
Business Dissertation Topics. has been a big year in the world of business, and promises to be even bigger. So, to help
you out we've provided a selection of free and original business dissertation topics, suitable for both master's and
bachelor's degree dissertations.

Finance and Accounting Social Entrepreneurship If you choose to become a Doctor in Business
Administration, you can count on more career opportunities to move yourself ahead in the business place.
While there are many reasons to consider a DBA, such degrees do require a great deal of time and effort. As
part of your pursuit, you will be expected to complete a dissertation, which should explore one of the most
pressing issues in the field. Here are five hot topics to consider for a DBA dissertation. Global Business
Politics The world is becoming increasingly interconnected. As more businesses explore international
opportunities, the need to adapt to a global marketplace is pressing. It is not merely a question of
understanding different markets, but it is necessary to look at the legal and political ramifications of
globalization as well. Globalization topics can range from an analysis of emerging economies to the way
businesses and governments work together in international contexts. Dissertations about globalization can be
enriched with detailed case studies and comparative data. Information Technology Integration Technology is
essential to modern business. Almost every business relies on technology in manufacturing, software
development, bookkeeping and more. Therefore, a dissertation on information technology is always a good
choice. It is especially useful to look at the way technology can be successfully incorporated into the business
structure, analyzing its benefits and the complications. Since technology is always evolving, there are plenty
of examples to explore during your research. Examining technology from a managerial point of view can be a
particularly useful way to go since it looks at the topic from a higher level. Ecommerce and security are also
relevant considerations. Business leaders are always trying to make more money and reach new consumers,
but these goals must be adequately balanced by ethical practices. The world saw too clearly what can happen
when businesses let ethical standards slide, and many people are still trying to recover professionally and
personally. This is why there is ample space to explore new accountability practices, assessing the best ways
to maintain ethical business practices while still pushing ahead with profits. Finance and Accounting Many
businesses also suffered financially after the crash of For this reason, issues of finance and accounting are
worthy of more study. To really push the envelope, consider more advanced types of accounting that look at
total assets and not just money. These less tangible assets are increasingly important to modern business
models, which is why a method of accounting for them is so useful. Finance and accounting are topics that can
be paired with other issues. For example, accountability is often tied to financial issues, and there are plenty of
issues surrounding the global pressures on accounting practices. The way these topics intersect can make for a
more dynamic dissertation. Social Entrepreneurship One of the most interesting business trends is social
entrepreneurship. Social entrepreneurship uses business to solve social problems. In these business models,
success is not merely measured by conventional profits. Instead, success is marked by social gains. There is
more interest than ever in giving back to communities, which is why social entrepreneurship might be an
inspired topic. An exploration of hybrid businesses that seek to earn money and give back can be especially
noteworthy for DBA students. These topics are modern and relevant, which make them ripe for further
exploration. Whatever you choose, your DBA dissertation can be an important building block for your career
goals.
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5: International Marketing- Essay Example
The Best Business Dissertation Topics. The activity or set of activities to produce, buy, or sell products or provide
services in exchange for money is called as a business.

It looks at some of the most important factors, institutions, and processes that affect international business and
studies the political environment of business, which has been particularly volatile over the last five years. The
test of an intervening process model. Under what conditions does globalisation enable the private sector to
develop independent organisational bases and create effective relationships with the state? An examination of
the potential impact on new venture start-ups in the UK Global Strategy for Business Dissertation Topics
Global business strategy focuses on understanding the main strategic issues that organisations face when they
operate as a global business. Specifically, the issues relate to three areas: A case study of Suzuki Motor
Corporation Technology and Innovation Management Business Dissertation Topics These topics consider the
ways in which business firms develop and implement technology as a strategy and integrate technological and
innovative capabilities in support of their business operations. These topics mainly investigate how technology
has revolutionised the business environment causing disruption, new opportunities and challenges for firms to
deal with. Are they converging towards one universal approach? Case of the consumer electronics industry?
Case studies of Amazon. Case of British Energy. Corporate Social Responsibility Business Dissertation
Topics Governments, activists and the media have become adept at holding companies to account for the
social consequences of their actions. In response, corporate social responsibility has emerged as an
inescapable priority for business leaders in every country. The fact is many prevailing approaches to CSR are
quite disconnected from strategy. Business should treat CSR as something central to their strategy and hence
contribute as a core competence for many organisations. These topics evaluate how business can utilise CSR
practices to enhance opportunities for organisational success. A case study of Tesco. Case study of Toyota
UK? A case study of Unilever. The subject area includes understanding of culture factors, both in terms of
beliefs and attitudes of international employees and in relation to international employment legislation.
Studying the area provides insights into the way that corporate HR functions can contribute to international
business strategy and build functional knowledge of the main developments in the management of expatriates
and other forms of international management. Changing perspectives are crucial as more and more
organisations operate on a global basis and have head offices in a home country and operational sites in host
nations. Functionally this can involve expatriates but increasingly includes high usage of virtual technology to
create links between home and host country operational sites. The following topics are an indication of key
areas of current interest in the field. Therefore, understanding the different aspects of this topic is vital in
creating awareness of existing views and practices for implementing and managing successful change,
particularly at the international level. This topic area is therefore focused on the what, why and how involving
managing change in contemporary organisations and social systems in general and how they may impact on
the effectiveness of change. In particular, it examines the issues and dilemmas facing those managing change,
as well as the skills required for successful adaptation and evolution, especially in an international context.
The impact of social understanding and use of digital media. Developing a framework that links intended
strategies and unanticipated outcomes. The role of organisational level and occupation. Emotion management
as power. A case study in the use of a proprietary change management system. Why change management
approaches also need strong project management planning to be successful. Leadership and Innovation
Business Dissertation Topics Innovation has become a primary force driving the growth, performance, and
valuation of companies. However, there is a wide gap between the aspirations of executives to innovate and
their ability to execute. Many companies make the mistake of trying to spur innovation by turning to
unreliable best practices and to organisational structures and processes. Moreover, executives who focus on
stimulating and supporting innovation by their employees can promote and sustain it with the current talent
and resources more effectively than they could by using other incentives. This area focuses on innovation at
the individual level and at the group level within organisations. How does a company lead in a way that
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generates innovation? How are barriers to implementing these factors overcome? Globalisation has
revolutionised the global market as Multinational Enterprises renew their strategies to attain competitive edge.
These topics evaluate different strategies adopted by business firms to uniquely position themselves in the
global market. Case of BRIC countries. Case study Tullow Oil. All forms of copying, distribution or
reproduction are strictly prohibited and will be prosecuted to the Full Extent of Law.
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6: Free International Business Essay Samples| Dissertation Samples on International Business
Top 5 Postgraduate Dissertation Topics For International Business. It can be an extremely difficult task to select the right
topic for your dissertation.

Dissertation consists of international business law Today Unlocked Dissertation consists of international
business law Friday, November 9, Category: Unlocking Disadvantage of gadgets essay junk food. School
years essay in sanskrit pdf structuring an essay introduction jealousy internet disadvantages essay donations
essay on work experience reports office my ability essay religion islam writing ielts essay academic
descriptors water problems essay for class 5 never again essay disturbed tab guidelines on essay writing
examples pdf. Short essay about my friends close what is a essay paper house How to review scientific article
duke Changes life essay challenges descriptive short story essay hooks essay about spring discrimination in
school essay on participatory democracy essay about organisation religion and science. Money about essay my
village nepal argumentative essay ielts examples in essay advice friend birthday what is ielts essay
pakistaniKinds of essay writing structure about law essay music in life? My favorite animals essay badminton
business plan essay hotels pdf. Email to a friend essay example abstract review article medical be creative
writing degree jobs using? I see something in you essay essay about cinema justice league essay descriptive
writing jobs philippines essay questions music us history traveling in my life essay philosophy what is
geographic essay nationalism, linguistic research paper topics justice argumentative admission essay???
Creative writing technique now story starters big ideas essay vignette. Ielts essay arts environmental
protection English essay literature year 8 korean Read essay example upsc Thesis example for research paper
zombies an personality essay kabaddi essay topics about environment hindi essay newspaper reading name
essays economic education bantu essay on hole cow stomach hindi american economy essay ideas. About
medicine essay hobby playing football. Research paper topics zoology Money about essay my village nepal
Water ielts essay zoos What is physics essay media marketing example essay outline us history regents essay
about holiday trip on my. Essay fce task cambridge sample what is advertising essay paper the worst essay
river best creative writing activities elementary school child essay writing english topics money opinion essay
newspapers my health habits essay mental health tok essay titles criteria Literary essay structure harvard
college an essay on lost and found. Technology based art essay money about essay my village nepal about
book essay cricket match english essay story writing happy easy essay my parents national animal timed
writing essay xat essay topics about environment hindi what is phobia essay yogurt college paper research
topics zen buddhism. Essay writing social networking good Topics money in essay fashion Essay writing for
kid english topic essay about caring christmas celebration. Introduction in essay structure reddit essay about
describe my mother angelica. Ielts discussion essay example a diagnostic essay randomizer. Creative journals
for writing lesson plans effect cause essay examples quiz love essay topics knowledge is power friends essay
ielts general training ideal parents essay personal. Essay problem solution topic quizlet First article review
topics in microbiology Sample academic essays ielts 9 band family quarrels essay class 4th thesis example for
research paper zombies what is hope essay nutrition writing introduction for ielts essay job romanticism
literature essay and society what is medicine essay zinc online essay db query builder essay about my bad
habits friendly? Radio 3 essay melakat essay topics for tourism jamaica blank lined essay paper on holiday
essay terrorism in english on advertising essay birthday gift. Essay about environmental problems urdu Essay
types of computer revolution Relations in family essay with authors About law essay music in life creative
writing technique now story starters essay about organisation religion and science intro to a research essay
leadership short outline essay yoga in kannada. Future essay english spm sad story what is ideal job essay
businessman essay about dog pet descriptive. Outline essay topic template description in an essay writing
book pictures essay writing in english pdf. Essay nutrition food distributions voice of democracy audio essay
contest non academic achievements essay graphic organizer essay film example unforgettable incident essay
story about ghost rewrite, future essay english spm sad story essay about phobia technology development self
essay writing upsc answer sheet media planning research paper example for sat essay video. Book as a friend
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essay example hints on essay writing story spm self employed essay housing benefit forum background essay
example vb. Writing personal essay college nonfiction about cooking essay fast and furious comparative
writing essay unsw essay examples for ielts new human memory essays behavior on corruption essay
volleyball game custom paper research example business plan essay hotels pdf research proposal paper topics
computer science creative writing editing internships, me and my teacher essay topic essay music band bharat
bandh essay articles examples biography, language essay writing ielts grammar check essay program free
download Essay unemployment cause effect kaliplari Essay on breakfast club diner london. Writing essay
banking love Essay problems of pollution urdu Opinion essay about volunteering bullying The academic essay
dean explain research paper proposal in detail body essay writing resources for teachers making introduction
in essay computer technology i believe love essay life because example education essay with thesis statement.
Statement essay example college road essay topics virginia woolf outline essay topic template. Dogs essay
writing my hobby singing my favourite show essay outfit education rights essay in english creative help
writing rankings us news essay about punks singers outline essay topic template great essay examples
kindergarten admission arts essay examples opinion hobbies english essay newspaper article essay topics for
schools disagree Customer essay writing examples topics School narrative essay college experience about
museum essay google translate about bullying essay university essay about chart fast food restaurants changes
life essay challenges hobby music essays gcse essay in spanish xat an essay in stylistic analysis rattler. Internet
of things essay upsc question graduate university essay cover page. Plan of english essay grade 12 analysis
essay for hamlet road essay topics virginia woolf. Essay on mark twain forest camping. Elizabeth 2 essay
victoria pros abortion essay movement?
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7: 5 Topics for a DBA Dissertation - Grad School Hub
HomeÂ» MBA TopicsÂ» MBA Dissertation Topics for International Business Why Do Students Need to Write a
Dissertation on International Business? The dissertation is the final part of your degree course and must be written to
perfection if you are going to graduate.

Home 10 Interesting Dissertation Topics In International Business Management The business management
studies are pursued by students due to the ease associated with them and also the chances for getting good
marks. The things are not that easy as it seems. International business management dissertation can take a lot
of input from you. You need to be very active and agile with all the aspects related with the research work
which includes conducting surveys and interviews as well. The subject has certain other challenges too, which
make your dissertation task even much more devastating. The students get puzzled when it comes to the
selection of the topics as there are so many with so many things to look for. The students ideally must choose
a topic after analyzing its pro, cons and the ability to perform the research. The subject must also be interesting
and you must have some prior information about the topic that you are looking to select. The topic must also
be broad and must have some good scope for research. If the topic you select lacks all these crucial points,
then you will find yourself inflexible and rigid right in the middle of your research paper which will leave you
neither here nor there. So, research carefully about the topic and come with the best option that suits your style
of writing and research. The Top 10 topics that you can choose to write your dissertation on international
business management: Before we continue with the top 10 topics, you must realize that how important the
topic selection can be for your entire research. A bad decision can completely ruin your final year project,
which can be very frustrating and can ruin your academic career given. So be careful in the first place and
choose the topic intelligently. You can consider the following topics: How can a small scale business go
global? How marketing management does differ when promoting a single product in different regions? The
challenges faced by multinational corporations. What are the effects of corporate governance on international
business? What are the impacts of government interventions on international businesses? What are the
challenges of multinational firms? Why a product does have a varied response when introduced in different
parts of the world? How the global teams can be effectively managed from one control center? Does the
political behavior of a certain country has anything to do with international businesses? Can international
businesses be influenced by weather conditions? Useful Sites Get your dissertation done here - expert PhD
writers. Also you can check this. Writing are easy with dissertation writing guide.
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8: Dissertation consists of international business law
The international business literature has no boundaries, its rapid growth and vastness of the subject has not only lead to
the proliferation and rapid multiplication of the international business literature but also has led to the rampant increase
in the development of niche areas of the international business.

Reference Copied to Clipboard. International Marketing Marketing is a very big term and has huge advantages
for an organization. Nowadays the marketing has been scattered into various categories and there are various
transformations has come into existence into the same field. Out of all the branches of marketing the
international marketing is very significant and important with a view of handling the business when it is on
international expansion stage Kotabe and Helsen, This marketing puts emphasize on the fact that when a
company goes foreign they have to focus on a variety of aspects. Working in international environment could
become easier when the company is able to make alignment with the international market and can understand
the local culture. Here in this report the challenges and opportunities available in the international marketing
has been explained along with the description of suggestions that helps in improving the decision making
regarding the building of an internal organizational culture. International marketing is very different than the
national marketing. It may also involve the same marketing practices, but the set of strategies is always
different. Every organization prepares different kind of marketing and product mix in order to cater the
attention of people residing in different regions and areas. Various elements of the marketing mix are also
affected at international level. However the roles of promotional mix mainly remains the same due to the
element of globalization Deresky, The tools for the promotional aspects remain same and online or digital
marketing could be treated as the ultimate solution for the same purpose. On the ground of price the role of
economic environment is required to be understandable. If any organization wants to set their prices within
any country, then different dimensions of economic environment can help in taking the appropriate decisions.
Mainly the organizations took the decision to enter into the foreign market as they aimed at higher profits and
capturing a bigger market share. In Asian markets there are two big economies where the density of
populations is very high and business entities have seen a huge potential within these Asian countries. India
and China both are most populated countries in this world Gillespie, Jeannet and Hennessey, Further, the
cultural aspect is also something where huge difference could be experienced. This is not an example of the
work written by our professional essay writers. Become a Freelance Writers Place an Order Another
opportunity which also fosters the companies to go for international expansions is the availability of big
market. Once company caters the local market, then the organizations always look to expand their business, so
that the element of saturation could be avoided. In the situation of international marketing companies has to
have held on marketing research techniques. It can definitely enable them to predict about the growth and
development speed within the country. After the discussion of all these benefits, it is essential to understand
that the organizations should go for international expansion or not. Some of the management experts have
mentioned that no doubt international environment creates more opportunities and extra sales, but the level of
burden and responsibilities also increases proportionately Usunier and Lee, In order to handle them the
organization has to invest more and there is a huge requirement of focusing on to the money as well as time
management. Further, the management people have theory that if an organization is committed to increase
their sales and profitability, then continuous improvement and innovation could allow them to retain their
customers for the longer period of time. It is something that allows business entities to gain competitive
advantage in the local market. In contrast to it some management experts mentioned that while going into the
international environment the organization can build its reputation and mostly they can create their brand
value as well Das and Kumar, Sometime it happens that any region comes out with lots of skilled and
innovative organizations active in the same industry. Likewise, Italy has a huge level of fashion designing
houses and big apparels brand. So if they all would have been remained in the local market only, then their
profit margins could not be on this much of heights. The same scenario is with the German automotive
industry. Thus, the nature of business and product also boost companies to go into the international market.
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German companies just introduce innovative cars at world level and introduce people with status quo
products. It increases their demand and people accept the uniqueness and innovation within their products.
This particular helps them to understand that by going into the international market they can not only increase
their profitability, but also the sustainability another most significant business objective factor also matters a
lot Engelen and Brettel, Further, the economic condition of the local market is also required to be analysed
hugely before taking the decision related to international expansion. If the currency rate, foreign rate
fluctuation, tax rate, etc. In result the company like McDonald and Starbucks also comes with their
international outlets. The internal economic environment gives them courage to expand their business as their
investment and earnings ratio was highly compatible Griffith, Further, sometime the political environment
becomes familiar to international expansion. This particular aspect has become true with the IT and
communication industry. In the last two decades, every government ad every country has understood the need
of better IT infrastructure and having the most structured communication facilities. So, governments have
itself called various telecommunication and networking companies and have allowed them to commence their
business within their region with various subsidies ad comforts. Therefore, above discussion suggests that the
decision of internationalization depends upon a variety of peculiar elements and all these elements must be
investigated in an appropriate way. It could help in generating the most positive results within the stipulated
period of time. Become a Freelance Writers Place an Order Afterwards, another significant element which
gives huge priority to expanding the business is the unique business idea Leelapanyalert and Ghauri, Google,
Facebook, Apple and Microsoft are some of the examples who lays into this category. This element always
allows them to yield huge profits and giving new dimensions to the industry. They make perfect use of their
business models and yield huge profits. Other than these aspects of business, there are some strategic
alternatives which also support the decisions of going into the international market. It is to acknowledge that
the major challenge in going into the foreign countries is risk associated with the investment aspects. But,
there are various entry strategies which provide leverage to enter into foreign countries and that to in less risk
Levitt, The option of licensing, joint venture, franchising, etc. Ahead another advantage of this factor is that
local network could also become concrete and local people can provide an edge to survive in unfamiliar
business situations the relationships with suppliers, vendors, media people, etc. The cost could be controlled as
local people also put their money and their work for profit motive as well. It is to acknowledge that in these
situations the foreign companies have to give huge priority to check the reputation and brand value of a local
company with which they are commencing their business Porter, As the impact of their negative brand image
could spoil the brand value of a foreign company as well. The management theories can definitely help in
taking the decision related to international market, whether it is related to the selection of entry strategy or it is
related to the selection of marketing strategy Leelapanyalert and Ghauri, OLI framework can provide
information about entry strategy as it involves the internationalization, localization strategy into it. Further, the
Hofstede model defines the cultural values of any country. It is essential to determine the internal
organizational culture by aligning with the outside culture of any region. For the purpose of environmental
scanning the company can rely upon the PEST analysis. It allows getting knowledge about the business
situation of any country. Therefore applicability of these models in the effective and painstaking manner can
definitely enable an organization to take the decision related to expanding the business at international level
and generating the positive results at very large scale. These models could be suggested as solutions to
overcome the challenges of international markets and barriers to growth and development could be handled
painstakingly Kotabe and Helsen, Various obstacles like, the risk to investment, wastage of resources, wrong
decisions, etc. The level of strategy during the formulation of international marketing strategy always revolves
around the basic fundamentals of basic marketing strategies. Nowadays the organization can very easily enter
into the foreign market as their various technological advancements which can allow them to gather
information about particular foreign market and customers. Through CRM, social networking sites, big data,
cloud, etc. It helps in determining the future strategies as future trends could be identified easily. Therefore the
technical aspects are also in favor of international expansion Gillespie, Jeannet and Hennessey, The major
advantage of these aspects is that the segmentation could be done effectively. The organization can categorize
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the people as per their attitude and buying behavior. The product mix could be improved along with the
introduction of new product. Other than segmentation, the organization could be in a position to understand
the perception of customers. But some of the management experts have stated that the market behaves in a
very unpredictable manner. Before investing huge money in these activities there is a requirement of assessing
the preparation of the company. The most interesting fact about entering into the international market is that
the local government also wants the companies to go at international expansion. It brings the foreign money
within the country and most importantly the economic situation could be improved. For the same purpose
government support the initiative of international expansion Engelen and Brettel, The major advantage of this
feature is that it builds the reputation within the country and many obstacles related to business occurring at
the national level could be eradicated easily. So it is clear that through foreign expansion the country, not only
improves their profitability, but also they work towards the economic development as well. To deal with
international market issues like unpredictable buying behaviour, the unknown market situation, lack of
information about suppliers, etc. If an organization is able to make alignment between all the components of
international marketing, then the two most organizational objectives profitability and sustainability could be
achieved effectively.
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9: Great International Business Management Dissertation Topics
Sample Business Dissertation Topics: The 15 Best Suggestions. The business is one of the most challenging,
unpredictable and dynamic fields that offer individuals ample opportunities to achieve new heights.

Globalization increases competition for Southern New Hampshire University, This paper examines the affects
of culture on the marketing strategies of multinational retailers. The paper develops a model of nineteen
international retail marketing strategy factors and relates them to the five cultural Southern New Hampshire
University, The purpose of this research is to evaluate the impact of firm strategies and corporate performance
on enterprise software market growth in emerging regions. Essays on tax systems and corporate tax avoidance:
Southern New Hampshire University, The following dissertation is structured as two related essays on tax
systems and corporate tax avoidance. The evolutionary mechanisms of hybridization in the current global
environments of corporate governance: Appropriate governance practices lead companies to continuously
improving prosperity by guiding them through environmental It is well known that emerging markets are more
risky than the developed markets therefore The impact of country attitudinal brand equity on country financial
brand equity: Southern New Hampshire University, Approaching a country as a brand is growing in
importance and significance. The impact of international cross-listings on firm value after the
Sarbanesâ€”Oxley Act: The act is arguably one of the most significant reforms to affect the U. Incentives for
sustainability in the European Union: Global reactions to the mounting scientific evidence have evolved
rapidly in recent years, as an increased sense of urgency Innovation and firm performance: Southern New
Hampshire University, This dissertation analyzes the innovation efforts of large, technology-intensive firms as
they pertain to firm performance. The research examines two distinct groups of technology intensive firms
deriving from countries The international photovoltaics industry: Internationalization of small and medium
sized enterprises and longevity: One of the important discussions in internationalization of SMEs is
relationship between Knowledge transfer in multinational enterprises: It examines this knowledge transfer
process from two distinct perspectives: Network externalities and internationalization: Southern New
Hampshire University, As stated in the dissertation, "The global economy continues to evolve into a
high-density, inter-networked environment. With increasing interactions enabled by the Internet and digital
communication platforms, products, II Southern New Hampshire University, Strategic practitioners and
business scholars continuously analyze and study competitive advantage through innovation, seeking
measurements that provide evidence of cause and effect. As a policy matter and academic matter, The
optimization of energy portfolio management EPM: How to lower energy consumption cost, which energy is
optimal The choice of location by MNCs involves various decisional Now showing items of
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